Abstract-In Distributed System before task scheduling the assignment of tasks has to be done. Tasks are allocated to processors and task assignment heuristics are based on computation and communication cost. In order to minimize this communication cost between tasks optimal assignment of tasks has to be worked out. In this paper Task Duplication (TD) concept is used for the same purpose. TD is applied here on Mesh Topology of Distributed System.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In area of networking Mesh Topology is one of the popular topology. This topology is very useful in parallel programming like matrix multiplication, image processing, partial differentiation etc. However, the handling of mesh topology is very difficult because each processor of the system connects with each other without any mediator or hub. Thus, in order to assign the task to selected node partition method is used. In this method the computational power of each processor is calculated by using the strategy of fine grained task execution.
Process Scheduling in distributed system is resolved by the assignment of tasks to various processors. In such system one process is a combination of various interdependent tasks which are represented by DAG, where represents the set of nodes which indicate set of tasks and represents the edge between two nodes which signifies communication cost between tasks [1]. Consider is the predecessor of task and is the successor of .
In homogenous and heterogeneous distributed system, the process scheduling problem is [2] . In Distributed system many task assignment heuristics have been proposed and Best Fit, Worst Fit, First Fit [3, 4, 5], Communication Aware Worst Fit (CAWF) [6] are few well known of them. The execution of complete task follows two heuristics: 1) Partitioning heuristic under which main task splits into subtasks having appropriate size and number. Based on this DAG is generated. DAG represents computation and communication costs. The elapsed time from the start of first processor and to the completion of the last processor can be minimized if this partitioning heuristic is effective [7] .
2) Task Assignment is another heuristic where tasks of DAG are assigned to selected nodes.
A sequential program is commonly represented as a Program Dependence Graph (PDG), which is a DAG with nodes and edge weights [8] . Each vertex in PDG denotes task and the weights of edge indicate dependency (Precedence Relation) of two tasks on each other. Weight of edge is the communication cost between two tasks if they are assigned to different processors. The graph is divided into appropriately sized grains, which are assigned to parallel processors of the system.
The partitioning and assignment is called the scheduling problem. The problem is also known as grain size determination [9] , the clustering problem [10, 11] , and internalization pre-pass [12] .
For task allocation, in First Fit algorithm if new task go beyond the capacity of processor than it allocates that task to another processor. Best-Fit algorithm allocate tasks to single processor as many as possible, which leads to a state of the system where very few processors are utilized and the WorstFit algorithm, on the contrary, assign tasks onto the processor having maximum computation capacity.
In above algorithms the task will be assigned to the processor based on computation costs but in CAWF algorithm author has discussed about the communication cost between subtasks/tasks. In this algorithm same processor is allocated to the parent (predecessor) and one of its children (successor), for other children worst fit algorithm will be used (one parent can also have more than one child).
In this paper, task duplication is used on this CAWF assignment algorithm with the help of which the communication cost is supposed to reduce up to some extent.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the Related Work on Task Assignment Heuristics, Section III describes the proposed algorithm of Task Duplication with examples and comparison. Further Conclusion and Future work is discussed.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND BACKGROUND
The problem of task assignment is solved by the distribution of particular task or program into subtasks/subprograms and allocates them to various processors of the system. Based on following features tasks will be assigned to various processors:
• Computation Cost: Computation cost of a particular system depend on its configuration that how much time it is taking in the computation of one single task. It also depends upon the size of that task.
Consider denotes the computa on processor .The average comp defined as: =
• Communication Cost: is the Com between task and , these tasks a processor and respectively. In calculated by the sum of volume of tasks mapped on different processors, length of the path between two process Where is a data send from to task. denotes the startup cost on processor is the data transfer rate from proces If two tasks are assigned on same communication cost, .
• Execution Time (ET): The ET or t defined is the time spent by the syste task, including the time spent executi system service on its behalf. The mechanism used to measure ET i defined. It is implementation define any, is charged the execution time tha interrupt handler and run-time services system.
Task assignment is the process of multiple to the numerous processors and parallel allo used here [16] . In this problem, it is required (tasks) with weight (utilization ) in feasible number of processors (bin), such tha tasks (objects) will not exceed the maxim respective processor (bin).
Since this problem is NP-Hard and followi solved this problem of allocation:
• First Fit (FF): FF allocates a non-em the task having lowest index, such th this new task along with existing t exceed the capacity of the processor, i that task will be allocated to an processor. Second, when tasks are assigned according to CAWF algorithm, then the tasks having predecessor and successor are allocated to same processor and another task will follow worst fit. In above DAG , and ;
is the only predecessor of , and . Hence, along with one of these successors will be allocated to same processor and the rest successors go to other processors according to worst fit heuristic. This approach is better than arbitrary assignment. TFT with the help of CAWF is:
This reduction in time is just because of cutback in communication cost. But with the help of duplication of tasks this minimization will amplify.
III. DUPLICATION IN TASK ASSIGNMENT IN MESH TOPOLOGY
Topologies are the basic architecture, which chooses the scenery of each node in the structure. Therefore, various topologies like mesh, hierarchical, star, Bus are used generally in all distributed systems. Here, we are using mesh topology in the system and task duplication will be implemented with CAWF algorithm for task assignment in order to minimize the communication cost.
As we have discussed above, the computation cost and execution time are main factors, which are used for optimal task assignment. In mesh topology, we divide the complete system into three parts based on computational capacity of each processor. In homogenous system, all processors share the same architecture, so, complete system has same computation capacity but in heterogeneous system, these capacities vary. Thus, in heterogeneous system entire system splits based on computational capacity.
Following approaches are used in this paper:
A. Complete system splits into following three groups on the basis of their computational capacity:
• Very High (VH): This group holds all very high computational power processors linked with each other.
• High (H): Similarly, this group is a combination of high computational power processors.
• Low (L): This group holds all processors having lower computational power.
Now the question arises, the basis on which these divisions are made and the answer is on the computational capability of each processor.
As we know that machine, performance may vary from program to program. The performance of processor is completely dependent on the following attributes:
• Clock Rate and Cycles per Instructions ( )
Where is total number of clock cycles, is the number of instructions and is Cycle time.
• Performance Factor is CPU Time ( ) (6)
• Million Instruction Per Second (MIPS):
Processor speed is often measured in terms of MIPS.
(7)
• Throughput Rate (TR)
If the same object code is running on the two machines having dissimilar architecture, then the execution time and computation cost will be different just because of above attributes. Based on above calculations we can differentiate the computational power of individual processor of whole system and then place them under groups accordingly.
B. Task Duplicaton on Mesh Topology for Task Allocation
Task Duplication is used for load balancing (i.e. the load of entire system is equally distributed to the nodes of system). However, in task duplication along with load balancing, communication cost between tasks also minimizes, this directly affects the TFT. Many researchers have given their algorithms on task assignment in which optimal assignment of task is also a concept that reduces the communication cost. However, task duplication is more valuable than optimal assignment. Mesh Topology is used where every node is connected with every node. The Classification method is used for the optimal assignment of tasks and duplication is used for the minimization of communication cost up to some extent.
C. Algorithm for Task Duplication (TD)
Step1: Compute the mean Computation Cost of each task. Explanation: Calculate the computation cost of each task with respect to particular processors and take the mean of every task. For example: mean computation cost of is 16.25, is 6, is 14.25, is 13.5, is 13.5 and is 22.5.
Step 2: Arrange tasks according to Scheduling Explanation: Arrange these tasks in asc the basis of their Scheduling time. For exa {
Step 3: Explanation: Schedule each task till grea
Step 4: Assign tasks to the group based cost. Explanation: Assign these tasks to the pr group according to its Computation Co
Step 5: Fix a nominal value of MIPS in v Explanation: Fix one nominal value i.e highest and lowest computation cost.
Step 6: Compare MCT of particular task w less than than Assign VH group to than assign it to H group, oth L group.
Step 7: In every group communication co check and if is greater than Duplicate that task Predecessor/Successor task(s) another group.
In above Task Duplication algorithm comparison between execution cost and com and if the communication cost is smaller th cost than no need of duplication and if reve than duplication is needed.
In given algorithm the need of mean comp arrange the sequence of tasks execution and w we can allot groups to these tasks.
In the previous example is equal duplication of is fruitful but if it's communic than execution cost than it's not so beneficia help of duplication we calculate the TFT of pre Let us assume that , group. The and , hence been duplicated on processor , due to wh 0.Similarly is duplicated on TFT calculations:
With the help of this duplication the TFT of e than previous assignment heuristics. In duplica optimal selection of processor is very helpful. 
